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PREFACE

The findings, recommendations, and conclusions contained in this report
are, for reasons of timeliness, based on information gathered through
informal channels between the Tennessee Valley Authority, the General

Electric Company, and the US -NRC Headquarters and. Regional offices. To

the extent possible, the information used in the report has been verified
by cross checking with other sources. The findings contained in this
report, including the underlying causes of the partial scram failure which

occurred at Browns Ferry Unit No. 3 (BF-3) on June 28, 1980, relate most

directly to the Browns Ferry reactor. However, similarities among boiling
water reactor facilities leads us to believe that the findings and rec-
ommendations may be broadly and generically applied to most, if not all
operating BWRs. To this end, we recommend that a plant-by-plant review,
not possible in this investigation, be undertaken by others, to assess the

applicability of these findings and recommendations to other BWRs and to
provide analysis and evaluation of plant-unique design problems not un-

covered in this- investigation. Additionally, the scope of our investi-
gation and recommendations was intentionally limited so as to address only
the specific, direct and underlying causes of the partial scram failure
at BF-3. We have. not, therefore, taken the broader view, as could be

taken by those most directly involved in the ATWS issue. We do believe,
however, that some of the information presented in the report can be useful
to those involved in this important generic concern. Finally, this in-
vestigation was not able to pinpoint a single precise root cause(s) which

led to the .BF-3 partial scram failure event, beyond to say it was caused

by water in the scram discharge volume. 'However, we believe that, in
totality, the various possible cause mechanisms discussed in this report
include the actual, albeit, indeterminable root cause(s) of the, event.

As a footnote, the writers wish to acknowledge the invaluable and'imely
information provided by the BF-3 resident inspectors, James Chase and

Robert Sullivan, without whose cooperation, timely issuance of this report
would not have been possible.
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1 INTRODUCTION

On June 28, 1980, the Browns Ferry 3 reactor experienced a partial failure
of the scram system, while shutting down for a scheduled maintenance of the
feedwater system. The reactor had been brought down to approximately 35/
power by reducing recirculation flow and by manual insertion of control
rods. The subject event occurred when the control room operator initiated
a manual scram to make the reactor subcri,tical which was the next step in

. the normal shutdown evolution. After manual scram actuation, the control
rods on the Hest side of the core were observed to be fully inserted. How-

ever, the control rods on the East side of the core did,not fully insert.
Most of the Eas't side rods came to rest in notch positions ranging between

00 and 46 after all East side rod motion had ended. Three additional
scrams and about 14 minutes were required to achieve full insertion of the

partially withdrawn East side control rods. After all rods were com-

pletely inserted, the operators resumed normal shutdown operations.

On July 2, 1980, a team of NRC Headquarters representatives from IE, NRR,

and AEOD went to the Browns Ferry site to gather detailed information on

the event, the scram system design and operation, and the results of scram

system tests which already had been performed by TVA personnel. With this
initial direct contact at the plant, an independent investigation of the

event cause and the recommended corrective actions was begun by the Office
for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD). Over the next

several days, additional equipment testing was performed on the BF-3 scram

system. Testing and analysis was also being conducted during this time by

General Electric in San Jose, California to support TVA activities at the

plant. During this period, AEOD continued to obtain, analyze, and evaluate

information as it evolved from these and other sources to continue its
investigation.

The purpose of this report is to provide the analysis, evaluation, findings,
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and. recommendations which flowed from. the investigation of the BF-3 event

by the AEOD, US NRC. Section 2 of the report contains an event sequence.

Section 3 provides a description of the design 'and operation of the BF-3

scram system. Section 4 discusses the possible causes of the event which

were investigated and the conclusions in each case. Section 5 provides
an event sequence analysis. Section 6 provides a summary of the tests and

inspections performed at BF-3 which support the event sequence analysis
and some of the findings. Previous operating experience and investigation
findings are contained in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Specific
recommendations to correct the. deficiencies discussed in the findings are

provided in Section 9. The conclusions of this investigation are given in
Section 10.
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2 EVENT SEQUENCE

On June 28, 1980,. power was being reduced by the control room operator at
the Browns Ferry Unit. 3 nuclear reactor in preparation for a scheduled shut-
down for feedwater system maintenance. By 0131 hours, the reactor power

had been brought to 390 NWe via decreased recirculation flow and manual con-

trol rod inserti'on. The operating personnel then initiated a manual reactor
scram to complete insertion of the remaining control rods (which were at
the positions shown in Figure 2-1 at the time) and thereby bring the reactor
to a subcritical state.

Immediately after depressing the manual scram buttons, the operators placed

the reactor mode switch in the SHUTDOWN mode. 'Control room personnel ob-

served:that the blue scram lights for all control rod drive scram inlet and

outlet valves were illuminated, indicating that all scram valves were open.

Control rod position indication also showed that all of the rods on the West

side of the core were fully inserted (except for one which had stopped at

position "02"). However, position indication showed that 75 rods on the East

side of the core were not inserted fully. The East side control rods came to
rest at positions ranging from 46 to 00 withdrawn Aith an average of about 23

positions withdrawn (position 48 corresponds to fully. withdrawn). Rod position
indications following the first manual scram are shown in Figure 2-2. At

this time 18 rods on the East side were fully inserted. As estimated by the

LPRM readings, power level on'he East side of the core following the first
scram appeared to be less than two percent.

Following scram, the Scram Instrument Volume began to fill and the Scram In-
strument Volume Hi -Level Scram (level switches) actuated. This occurred some-

what sooner than expected at about 19 seconds. The Hi, Level scram condition
was subsequently bypassed by the operator (as. allowed in SHUTDOWN mode), to

permit reactor protection system reset which occurred 4 minutes and 31 seconds

following the first scram.

One minute and 33 seconds later a second manual scram was initiated by the
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operator. The time following reset allowed partial drainage of the East

and West Scram. Oischarge Volumes. Rod positions following the second scram

are shown in Figure 2-3. After this scram', 33 rods on the East side fully
inserted. The second manual scram was reset .after 59 seconds and the scram

discharge volume was allowed to drain for 53 seconds at which time a third
manual scram was actuated. Upon completion of this scram, 47 rods on the
East side were fully inserted. Rod positions following the third manual

scram are shown in Figure 2-4. The third scram. was reset after 3 minutes and

26 seconds. The scram discharge level bypass switch was returned to normal

2 minutes and 40 seconds later. This action initiated a fourth, automatic

scram due to a Scram Instrument Volume Hi Level scram condition which had

not cleared. At this time all rods on the East side were fully inserted.
A detailed sequence of events as provided by the event sequence recorder

is shown in Table 2-1. The total elapsed time between the initial scram and

final insertion of all rods was 14 minutes 2 seconds. At this time the

operators continued normal shutdown operations.
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3 DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE BROWNS FERRY UNIT. 3,SCRAM SYSTEM

~echanical and Hvdraul.ic Desiqn of the Scram System

On a GE BWR, such as. Browns Ferry Unit No. 3, the Control Rod Drive (CRD)

and its associated Hydraulic Control Unit (HCU) provide the means by which

each individual control rod'an be rapidly inserted upward into the core

during a reactor scram. A simplified drawing of the CRD mechanism is shown

in Figure 3-1.

During periods of no rod motion, the collet. fingers are spring loaded into a

groove on the index tube to hold the drive stationary against the force of
gravity. High pressure cooling water is applied below the drive piston and

equalized without CRD motion via controlled inleakage past the CRD seals and

into the reactor. A CRD temperature probe is provided internally to monitor

each CRD to detect CRD heat-up should cooling water flow be interrupted or

should excess leakage of high temperature RCS water flow out through the drive,
drive insert line and scram outlet valve. Scram outlet valve leakage into the
scram discharge volume on the order of O.l qpm would raise the probe temper-

ature to the alarm setpoint of about 350 F.

At BF-3, water exhausted from the CRDs is routed to either an East or West

header scram discharge volume. The scram discharge volume (SDV) is sized to

provide a volume of approximately 3.3 gallons per CRD (approximately 600 gallons

total). The SDV volume is sized to- limit the total'amount of hot reactor water

leakage past the seals during a reactor scram (maximum volume .requirement) while

providing enough free space at atmospheric pressure so that back pressure on the

CRDs does not increase so rapidly as to impede rod insertion speed (minimum

volume requirement). In,particu.lar, the system design results in a pressure

in the SDV immediately, following full insertion rod motions of less than 65 psig,
Low pressure in the SDV is necessary to assure that technical specification scram

speeds and full-in rod motion are achieved. The volume of water exhausted

through the scram outlet valve of a single normal drive for a full stroke is

about 0.75 gallons, not including seal leakage and bypass flow. The leakage

- 5-
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and bypass flow for a single drive can be in excess of 5 gallons per minute.
Normal scram time: from full out to 90 percent insertion is less than 3 seconds.

Although the SOV is sized for a volume of approximately 3.3 gallons per drive and

the drive stroke (without 'bypass') is only approximately 0.75 gallons, ~onl . a

sin le reactor scram. is normally possible with respect to the scram discharge
volume. .Leakage of reactor water past the seals fills the SOV rapidly as long
as the scram outlet valves are open which would be the case without an RPS

reset. This leakage occurs even on rods that are fully inserted. The leakage is
an average of 2 gpm to. 3 gpm per CRO. Thus, from this source alone, the 3.3
gallons per drive of free volume available in the SDV is filled and pressurized
within two minutes. Thus, more than one scram would be possib'le only if the
operator were able to reset the scram (closing the scram outlet valves) well
within this time period. Without an early reset, the SDV would be filled and

the SDV would have to be drained to attempt a rescram if rod motion is to be

produced.

The East and West SDV headers are each provided with a vent line and vent valve.
Each header drains via a separate drain line into a scram instrument volume

(SIV) where level monitoring instruments are located. The SIV, in turn, has

drain piping and a drain valve.

During normal operation, the vent valves of the East and West SOV headers and

the drain valve of the SIV are open. These valves. are kept open to al,low the

leakage past the scram outlet valves entering the SOV to drain continuously
into the SIV so that no bu,ild-up of water in the SOV occurs which could prevent
a reactor scram. These valves close during control rod scram insertion to
contain and limit the reactor water released through the scram outlet valves.

During a scram, inflow of water to the SDV normally continues after control rod

insertion is completed due to leakage past the CRD seals. Leakage continues

until the scram is reset or until the SDV pressure equilibrates with reactor
pressure.

-6-
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A pressure difference of at least 550 psi must be applied between the CRD

insert and withdraw lines to drive the rods in during a, scram. The pressure
difference applied at the beginning of a scram is provided by the 1500 psia
scram accumulator and atmospheric pressure in the empty SDV. As CRO scram
insertion progresses, pressure losses in the driving fluid due to line losses
reduce the insert line pressure to below reactor coolant system pressure.
At that time, the ball check valve, integral to the CRO, allows reactor coolant
system water to come in under the piston,to complete the scram, before any
significant build-up in scram discharge volume pressure due to filling
from leakage and bypass flow.

RPS Electrical Desi n

A simplified schematic of the electrical components of the Reactor Protection
System (RPS) is shown in Figure 3-2. It is divided into two independent trip
channels A and, B. Each of the channels can be tripped (de-energized) by either
the manual scram relays or the two subchannel relays. The subchannel relays
.are de-energized and opened whenever any one of a variety .of trip conditions
exist in the reactor or associated equipment. The automatic logic can be

described as "one-out-of-two taken twice." For purposes of analysis of the
Browns Ferry event, the automatic trip logic will not be discussed because

this event occurred first with a manual scram.

With reference to Figure 3-2, both scram solenoid val,ves A and B must change

position to provide a scram. Electrically, this requires a trip of both channel

A and channel B. De-energizing, the two scram solenoids changes the air flow
from the control air supply to the vent path. For manual scrams, a separate
scram button is provided on the control panel for each channel. A manual scram

is initiated by depressing both the channel A scram button and the channel B

scram button. Because of the power requirements of 185 separate scram solenoid
valves on each channel, each channel is divided electrically into 4 separate
scram groups. Control rods associated with the HCUs from,the four groups are

distributed randomly throughout the core as shown in Figure 3-3.
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The Reactor Protection System performs its design function by de-energizing
the 370 scram solenoid air supply valves (2 for each control rod drive HCU),

de-energizing the two scram discharge volume (SDV) air supply solenoid valves,
and energizing the four backup scram solenoid valves in the air supply lines
as shown in Figure 3-4.

Scram insertion is achieved for each individual control rod by opening the

scram inlet and scram outlet valves. This applies 1500 psi accumulator pressure

to the "insert" side of the control rod drive piston and vents the "withdraw"

side of the piston to the SOV which is at atmospheric pressure.

For normal unscrammed conditions, the scram inlet and outlet valves are held

shut by control air pressure applied through the energized scram air supply
valves (S39A and S39B in Figure 3-4). The SOV vent and SIV drain valves are held

open by air pressure applied through the energized discharge volume air supply
valves (S37A and S37B). The air header which supplies control air to all of
the 372 air supply valves (370 scram, 2 vent/drain) is pressurized through de-

energized backup scram valves (S35A and S35B, S70A and S70B). The SDV vent

and SIV drain valves can be operated manually from the control room.

A scram signal de-energizes both air supply valves for each rod, de-energizes

the scram discharge volume air supply valves, and energizes the back-up scram

val'ves, thus venting air pressure from the scram inlet and outlet valves and

the SDV and SIV valves. This causes the scram valves to open and the SOV vent

and SIV drain valves to close. In the event the indivi'dual control rod

air supply valves=should fai 1 to change position (i.e., mechanical bind-up, etc.),
the back-up scram valves which were energized and vented air to depressurize

the air supply header, assure opening of the scram valves. Thus, even if an air
supply valve failed to.shift, that rod would still scram. A check valve is
provided around the downstream back-up scram valve in the air supply line so

the upstream valve- can assist in .the air header venting or assume venting in

case the downstream va'lve fail's.

-8-
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Ph sical La out of the Scram S stem H draulic Com onents at Browns Ferr Unit 3

At Browns Ferry Unit No. 3, the HCUs for all of the CRDs are physically arranged

in rows on the "East" and "West" sides of the reactor vessel, outside the drywell
and inside the reactor building. The CRDs on the West side of the core are

controlled by the West side HCUs and the CRDs on the East side of the core are

controlled by the East side HCUs. Drives along the interface centerline,
between the East and West sides of the core, are alternately routed to the East

and West headers.. A simplified diagram of the physical arrangement of the

HCUs, scram discharge volume, and vent and drain system is shown in Figure 3-5.

The HCUs on each side of the reactor are arranged in 4 rows. Immediately above

the 4 rows of HCUs are two cross connected "race track" shaped headers fabri-
cated with 6" piping into which the discharge from each scram outlet valve is
piped. The two connected 6" headers on the East side comprise the East bank

scram discharge volume (SDV) and the two connected 6" headers on the West side

comprise the West bank scram discharge volume. Each HCU insert and withdraw

line is connected to the CRDs below the reactor vessel with 3/4" Schedule 80

piping,through which the scram inlet and scram outlet water flows (and water

for normal rod drive motion). These lines average over 50 feet in length.

The lines from the HCU scram outlet valve to the SDY are fabricated with 3/4"

Schedule 80 piping and are approximately 10'n length.

The Scram Instrument Volume (SIV ) is 1'ocated on the West si'de 'of the reactor at

one end of the West side HCUs (and SDV). It is configured as a 12" diameter

10'igh vertical cylinder. Single float-type level switches are installed to

monitor the 3 gallon and 25 gallon level's. Four float-type level switches are

provided at the 50 gallon level for the purpose of initiating a reactor scram

(SIV Hi Level Scram) before the SDV begins to fill beyond the point where

complete control rod insertion would be prevented.

At Browns Ferry Unit 3, the East- bank and West bank SDV each drain via 2"

schedule 160 .pipe to a single SIV located on the West side. The drain line
for the West bank is approximately 15'ong while that from the East bank is
approximately 150'ong. In each run, the total elevation fall in the line

-9-





is approximately 1'". On the East bank run this is an average 0.13"
fall per foot of horizontal run.

The drain line piping at the bottom of the scram instrument volume and the vent
line piping at the high points of the slightly inclined East bank and West bank
SDV,headers are routed down to the Clean Radwaste Drain (CRW) piping physically
located in the reactor building floor. The CRW system is a closed drain system
which discharges underwater in the, Reactor Building Equipment Drain Sump at
the lowest elevation in the reactor building. Many other equipments are drained
and vented by this system.

- 10-
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4 CAUSES INVESTIGATED

Immediately following the event at Browns Ferry '3, all aspects of the scram

system were investigated in an effort to find the cause. The Reactor Pro-

tection System (RPS), the air system, mechanical aspects of the CRD and

various valves, the CRD and HCU hydraulics, and,the possibility of air in
the hydraulic system were considered. Finally, attention was focused on

the East bank Scram Discharge- Volume.

Electrical Investi ations
Following the first manual scram, the operators verified that the blue

scram lights were illuminated for all control rods. Both the scram inlet
and the outlet valve stem position switches must show an open valve position
to illuminate these lights. Illumination of these lights for all CRDs would

indicate that the electrical portion of the RPS had successfully generated

a scram signal to open all scram solenoid valves and that all scram valves

had actually opened for all control rods.

The Reactor Manual Control System (RMCS) which is designed to control only
one control rod at a time was reviewed to determine if there could have

been possible interference with the scram function. It was determined that
postulated gross failure of the RMCS and initiation of multiple control rod

drive withdrawal signals would not. prevent insertion during scram since

upward scram forces are more than three times the magnitude of the with-
drawal forces under these conditions.

By use of reference drawings, hydraulic control units from each of the four
rod scram groups were verified to be randomly positioned on both sides:of
the core as shown in Figure 3-3. Control rod electrical signals to a group

1 rod'n the East side of the core and a group 1 rod on the West side of
the core would be identical. The rod insertion pattern during the event

shows that on the East side a number of rods from each electrical group did

not completely insert while on the West side, rods from all electrical groups

did completely insert.

-11-





Based on this analysis it was concluded that the failure of rods to
fully insert only on the East side was not caused by any electrical mal-
function in the RPS trip logic.

TVA test (entitled SHI 150) was performed td verify that the response times
for the scram actuating relays to fully de-energize were within technical
specifications. Verification that they were, eliminated the concern that
an electrical problem. delayed opening of the East side scram valves which
in turn resulted in partial insertion.

A test of the voltage on all channel A and channel B scram groups showed

that all went to zero following a manual scram and all returned .to 125 VAC

when reset. This test was run to verify the requirements of US NRC IE

Bulletin 80-17. A visual and electrical search of the scram circuitry
cabinets for spurious voltage sources and. loose wires (that might have

provided a path for electrical power) to prevent a dropout of the scram

relays was performed by TVA. Hone was found.

CRD Tests

Various tests were run on the CROs on the East side to verify that CRO

seal integrity, friction and'cram times were within allowable limits.
CRO seal integrity was measured via a stall test. Results of these tests
did not indicate any unusual amount of flow during stall conditions and,

consequently, the 'CRD seals were judged to 'be 'intact. Stal'1 tests could

also have provided a means of detecting scram outlet valve leakage. How-

ever, this test was not done. Friction tests and single rod scram tests
also showed no anomalies.

Non-Condensible Gas in the H draulic S stem

The effects of air or nitrogen in the CRD Hydraulic system were considered.

Upon questioning, GE CRD experts stated that non-condensible gas in the

hydraulic system would only cause problems with normal insert and withdraw

motions but would not cause problems with scram insertion. This is because

stepping the rods requires intricate timing of rod motion and latching

- 12-
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whereas scramming is a single motion. During a stepping function any non-

, condensible gas would undergo compressions and expansions much different
from the behavior of the non-compressible liquid.

The presence of nitrogen gas in the SOV prior to scram would be no different
than the presence of air which is there routinely. Following initiation
of the scram, the vent valve closes slowly enough to allow a good portion

of the non-condensible gas in the SOV to be vented.
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5 EVENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

As discussed previously, the control rod drive HCU exhausts are partitioned
into East and West bank scram discharge headers. Control Rod Drives which
discharge into the East header are located on the East half of the core while
CRDs which exhaust into the West headers are positioned on the West side of
the core.

The most notable observation of the control rod positions after the first
manual scram was that all of the control rod drives exhausting into the West

header inserted full-in (except for the,.CRD at position 30-23 which inserted
to within one notch of full-in) while the control rods exhausting into the
East 'bank header inserted an average of only 20 positions. This CRD insertion
pattern provides strong evidence that the fundamental cause* of the extensive
fai lure-to-fully-insert of the CRDs on the East side of the core was hydraulic
in nature. More specifically, the rod pattern resulted from an inability of
the East header CRDs to exhaust properly for some reason.

With respect to possible multiple scram outlet valve failures, all of the East
header scram discharge valves were observed by the control room operators to
have opened upon manual scram actuation. Additionally, all of the manual

isolation valves on the scram discharge lines of the East header HCUs were

inspected by the licensee immediately upon shutdown, with each found to be

fully open. Accordingly, the .remaining,,possible hydrau:lic causes could have

been blockages in most of the CRD scram exhaust, discharge lines or inadequate
free volume (or high back pressure) in the East header SDV. Subsequent scram

testing of numerous East header CRDs which failed to fully insert demonstrated,

however., that no blockages existed in the CRD exhaust lines. Excessively
rapid buildup of back pressure in the East bank SDV, due to multiple CRD seal
failures, could also be postulated as a mechanism which could inhibit full-in
control rod motion. However, stall tests performed on the East bank CRDs,

*See Section 4 for a discussion of other possible .causes investigated.
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together with individual rod and full core scram tests performed prior to
restart, demonstrated that an excessively rapid increase in SDV back pressure
resulting from multiple CRD seal failures..was not the cause of the partial
scram failure. Accordingly, it was concluded that, for some reason, the East
bank SDV, had inadequate free volume available to accept the full scram discharge
from all East, bank CRDs exhausting into the East header. Thus, the observed
East bank control rod insertion behavior can best be explained on the basis
that, the East header SDY was at least partially filled with water when the
operator manually scrammed'he reactor.

As discussed in Section 3, adequate free volume must be available in both the
E'ast and West headers to accommodate water exhausted during control rod scram

insertion. Furthermore, water must be exhausted into the SOV with low back

pressure on the drive piston to assure that technical specification scram

speeds are met. A reduction in the free volume in,the SDV could tend'o in-
crease back pressure on the drive pistons too fast which could then increase
the time required to complete scram insertion. Complete rod insertion would

still be possible, however, even for significant reductions in the available
free volume in the SDV as demonstrated in recent single CRD scram test simula-
tions performed by GE. The GE tests showed that for a 40/ decrease in the
available SDV, a control rod can still fully insert over a broad range of seal

leakage values. For a 70K reduction (i.e., 1.0 gal/drive remaining) in available
scram discharge header free volume, the 'rods c'oiild'.still fu'lly insert if seal

leakage rates were small enough. For a reduction in SDV of this magnitude,

however, increasing seal leakage rates can cause the CRO travel (number of
positions inserted) to decrease. The tests show that drive travel decreases

to only 36 positions (out of 48) when a 70% reduction is coupled with a seal

leakage rate of 8.9 gpm. The GE test cases run for 85%%d reduction in free
volume (.5 gal/drive .remaining) showed that even with no seal leakage, the
drive would insert only 28 positions and decreased to 22 positions for
5.2 gpm and 18 positions for 8.9 gpm leakage. Finally, as expected, the
tests showed that the CROs would not insert at all if there were no free
vo.lume in which to exhaust (0.0 gal/dri,ve) -regardless of seal leakage. Thus,

- 15-
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these tests clearly demonstrate that CRD travel during scram insertions can

be sharply reduced if the amount of available exhaust volume is reduced suffi-
ciently.

Since the manual rescrams (scrams T"2 and 3) occurred with East bank scram dis-
charge volume almost full of water on each occasion, these later scrams can

be used as models for back-checking the cause of the observed East bank control
rod insertion behavior .dur ing the first scram. That is, the fullness of the

East bank SDV during the first scram can be qualitatively and somewhat quan-

titatively inferred by comparing it with rod motions during the later scrams.

The available free volumes in the East bank SDV for each of the later scrams

can, be calculated by. multiplying,the drain times discussed in Section 2 by the

East bank scram discharge volume drain rates discussed in Section 6. The amount

of free volume which would have had to have been available during these later scrams

can also be calculated from the observed rod motions during these scrams

together with the GE test results. Comparing the volumes calculated both ways

can then be used to show whether or not the observed rod motions during each
l

scram were consistent with the amount of discharge volume made available by

.the drains between scrams. Once these are shown to be consistent, one can

infer the limited amount of free volume which, must have been present in the

East bank SDV during the first scram. The East bank drain times, total number

of positions inserted, and average .number of:positions .inserted per rod used

in this analysis are shown in Table 5-1.

The drain times between the first and second manual scram was 93 seconds and

between the second and third manual scrams the drain time was 53 seconds.

Tests at growns Ferry show that the normal drain rate for the East SDV is
about 11.6 gpm when East ano liest scram discharge volumes are draining
simultaneously. Thus, by multiplying this normal drain rate times the drain
time between scrams, we can calculate approximately how much water could

have drained out (free volume made. available) of the East bank header during
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the periods between scrams. Multiplying, one finds that about 18 gallons
would have been made available during the first drain (between scrams 1 and-

2) for the second scram while about 10.2 gallons would have been made avail-
able during the second drain (between scrams 2 and 3) for the third scram.

On the other hand, from the GE tests and the average rod motion. given in
Table 5-1 to a first approximation and assuming no CRD seal leakage, an

average of .18 gallons per drive was available for the second scram while

about .07 gallons per drive was available on average for the third scram.

Thus, for 93 drives, to a first approximation and given no seal leakage,

a total of about 17 gallons of. free volume was available in the East SDV

for the second scram while about 7 gallons. was available for the third scram.

However,, if every East bank CRD were assumed to have a seal leakage of 5 gpm,*

from the GE test results the required volume per drive would have had to have

been no more than about 20 percent more than the above values. That is, about

20.5 gallons of free volume would have had to have been available during the

second scram and about 9 gallons for the third scram.

Comparing. the results of the above calculations, it could be concluded that
the East SDV was draining normally between scrams one and two, and two and three,
and that the average rod insertion during the second and third scrams was the

amount which one would expect for the amount of volume made avai.lable by the

drain. Thus, the insertion behavior of the East bank control rods logically
could be explained on the basis of a virtually filled SDY during the second

and third scrams.

This, same approach can now be used to infer the cause of limited control rod

motion during the first manual scram. From Figures 2-2 and 2-3, the average

control rod insertion during the first scram was 20 positions. From this
value we would infer (using the GE test results) that there was an average

of only .35 gallons per drive available (or about 33 gallons total) in the

*Conservative based on CRD maintenance recommendations.
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East scram volume during the first manual scram. This assumes no seal

leakage. Mith a 5 gpm seal leakage, we would infer that only about .45

gallons per drive (or about 42 gallons total) had been available.

The above calculational results show that the partial scram failure during
the first scram can most easily be explained by having an initially partly
filled East bank SOV. Similarly, the subsequent CRD failures-to-fully-insert
are explainable based on a part'ly filled scram discharge volume.

It should be pointed out, however, that there was considerable spread among

the control rods in the number of notches inserted after the first scram.

The variation from rod-to-rod could be explained by CRD-to-CRD differences
in such parameters as seal leakage (which significantly effects number of
notches inserted), control rod drive friction, nitrogen accumulator pressures,
etc.

Finally, evidence that the East bank scram discharge volume was initially
partly filled with water can be found in the elapsed time to activate the
SIV Hi Level scram switches following the first manual scram. Reactor scrams

at BF-3 prior to the June 28, 1980 event resulted in time delays from reactor
scram actuation to SIY Hi Level scram actuation ranging from 42 to 54 seconds.

The first manual scram from the June 28 event had a delay of only 19 seconds.

For a normally empty SDY and SIV, the time delay would represent the time

it takes for water exhausted from the CROs to enter and begin to fill the SOV,

travel down the SDV-to-SIV drain lines, and fill the SIV to the 50 gallon level.
If water were already in the East SDV, water exhausted from the CRDs would

almost immediately start to push water out of the East SOY and into the drain
line. This would cause the SIV to fillmore rapidly. Thus, an elapsed time

of only 19 seconds to actuate the SIV Hi Level scram switches provides important
evidence that the East SOV was already almost completely filled with water

at the time of the first manual scram.
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6 SCRAM DISCHARGE VOLUME/SCRAM INSTRUMENT
V LUME IN C NS AN

Following the partial scram failure event at BF-3, TVA, with the assistance
of GE, embarked on an extensive inspection and test program. These inspections
and tests were performed to try to pinpoint what caused substantial water

to be present in the East bank scram discharge volume on June 28, 1980,

while the scram instrument volume level switches were indicating both headers

were empty. The inspection program included physical examinations of the

drain and vent piping, the scram discharge and instrument volumes, as well
as ihe drain and vent valves. These inspections were performed in an attempt

to determine if a vent or drain line blockage had caused the East bank scram .

discharge volume to not drain properly. Additionally, drain tests were per-
formed on both the East and West headers to.establish the drain characteristics
of these components. The following paragraphs summarize the results of these

inspections and tests.

The 2" drain line between the East bank scram discharge volume and the scram

instrument volume were checked for blockages. The drain piping was cut at

several locations. Metal tape was then inserted through the drain piping seg-

ments. These inspections uncovered no obstructions in the piping between the

SDV and SIV which could have impeded normal draining of the SDV. A fiber
optics inspection of the inside of the SDV at the low point of the 6" diameter

SDV .(where the 2" drain line connects to the 6" SDY) revealed no foreign
objects which could have blocked water from draining out of the 6" SDV into
the 2" drain line. The vent piping which cross-connects the high points of
the East bank scram discharge header was also cut, flushed, and inspected.

No obstruction was found in these vent lines which could have impeded or

prevented normal draining of the East SDV.

Following the event, the vent valve on the East header was removed and a

vacuum pump connected to the Clean Radioactive Waste (CRW) side of the vent

line. Eight (8) inches of mercury was indicated by the 1.35 CFM vacuum pump
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gauge after a few minutes of pumping but fell off sharply to 2 inches

shortly thereafter. Neither the validity,of this vacuum reading nor the
reason for the apparent and brief vacuum pull could be determined by TVA.

Several days later when the 1.35 CFf1 vacuum pump was reconnected to the
same East header common vent pipe, no vacuum could be drawn after the. vent
line was flushed. A test of the East header vent valve itself showed that
it was operable.

The scram instrument volume was also visually examined with a boroscope by

inserting it through the vent and drain line penetrations. No obstructions
were. found which could have prevented draining into or out of the instrument
volume.

An inspection of the 6" East bank SDV and drain line showed that they sloped

continuously. downward toward the instrument volume, with the exception of a

localized 3/4" rise in drain line at the expansion loop in the steam vault.
This might have been a loop seal of greater depth when the steam vault was

hot during normal reactor power operation. The overall drop in the drain line
between the East SDV and instrument volume was determined to be -1'" over its
150 ft. length. From the inspections discussed above, TVA was not able to
locate a blockage, loop seal, valve maloperation, or other impediment to
draining which could be described as the root cause for holding water in

East SDV.

Scram Dischar e Volume Vent and Drain Tests

TVA performed a series of drain tests on both East and Hest SDV headers over

a period of several days immediately following the partial scram failure event.
The purpose of these tests was to determine the effects of a restricted vent

path on East and Mest bank SDV drain capabilities and to quantify the normal

drain char acteristics of the SDV. Special test, procedures were written for
these tests.
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Typically, these tests involved initially filling the East and, West SDV

discharge headers and scram instrument volume tank with room temperature

demineralized water. During filling operations, the East and West header

vent valves were kept open and the scram .instrument volume drain valve was

'kept closed. Normal drain times and drain rates for the East and West SDV

headers and scram instrument volume were then determined by recording the

elapsed time necessary to empty these volumes with the vent and drain valves

open. Vacuum hold tests (simulating vent line blockages) were performed to
determine the drain capabilities of the headers with the vent valves closed.

Water level in the SIV and SDV was monitored by ultrasonic equipment and

verified by a clear tygon (manometer) tube attached to the scram discharge

volume headers. Clearing times of the 50, 25, and 3 gallon level switches

attached to the SIV tank were also recorded during the tests.

Summar of Test Results

Scram Dischar e Volume Vacuum Hold Tests

East Header r

With the West header drained to empty, 'the East header was allowed to drain
into the SIV with the East header vent valve and SIV drain valve closed and

the West header vent valve open. For this condition (which simulated a

blocked East header vent), water drainea from the East SDV into the SIV tank
at a rate of only 0.6 gpm.

West Header

For this test, the East header was first drained to empty by opening its
associated vent valve together with the SIV drain valve. The West header

was then allowed to drain into the SIV with the West header vent valve and

SIV drain valve closed. For this condition (which simulated' blocked West

header vent), water drained from the West SOV into the SIV tank. at a rate
of about 3.2 gpm.
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East and West Headers

For this test, both the East and Hest headers were allowed to drain simultan-
eously into the SIV tank with their respective vent valves closed and the
SIV tank drain valve closed. After an initial water surge, the combined

drain rates of the two headers into the SIV tank was 0.6 gpm.

Scram Dischar e Volume Drain Tests

These tests were performed to determine the drain times and drain r ates of
the SDV and Siv during normal draining (open vent and drain) conditions.
Drain tests were performed for both East and Meet headers draining at the

same time. The system was first filled with the SDV vent valves open ana

the SIY drain valve closed. At time zero the drain valve was opened.

Ultrasonics indicated that the Hest header emptied after about 93> minutes

while the East header emptied considerably later at about 25 minutes.

Additionally, the 50 and 25 gallon switches in the scram instrument volume

cleared at about 9'2 minutes and 10 1/4 minutes, respectively. The SIY

3 gallon switch cleared after ll minutes and 20 seconds had elapsed. Based

on the volumes associated with the SDY headers, these tests showed the

average drain rate (with both SDV headers draining together) of the East

SDV header to be 11.6 gpm while the average drain rate of the Hest SDV

header was shown to be about 35 gpm. The average drain rate for the SIV

based on clearing of the SIV level switches was 24.5 gpm. However, this
drain rate was with the East SDV header s'till draining into the SIV at an

average rate of 11.6 gpm. That is, the SIV drained 24.5 gpm faster than the

East SDV drained.
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7 PREVIOUS BWR EXPERIENCE OF
FAILU E U U L N ER

A review of previous BWR experience was performed with respect to failure
to fully insert control rods and problems with the SOV. The sources of in-
formation used were NUREG-0640 and computer searches of LERs., Computer

searches via the NRC LER system. and the Oak Ridge Nuclear Safety Information
Center data base revealed'o later events more significant than those re-
ported, in NUREG-0640.

Most instances of failure of rods to fully insert resulted in a number of
rods latching in position 02 (position 00 .is fully inserted). Up to the
time 'of publication of NUREG-0640 in Apri 1 of 1978, 12 scram events where

some rods failed to fully insert were tabulated. These events in general
involved a relatively small number of CRDs, between 2 and 15. However,

one event at Oresden 2 in November of 1974 involved 96 rods. Ninety-three
stopped at position 02, one at position 04, and two at position 06. The

only cause reported for the failure of rods to fully insert was damaged

stop piston seals. Stop piston seal damage can. cause excessive leakage

past these seals during a scram which could be large enough to fill (and

pressurize) the discharge volume in advance of the control rods reaching
their full-in positions
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8 FINDINGS

1. The artial failure to scram at BF-3 on June 28 1980 was a arentl due

to -the resence. of water in the East scram discharoe volume header..

As supported by the tests, inspections and analyses discussed in Sections

4 and 5 of this report, the apparent cause of the extensive failure of con-

trol rods to fully insert on the East side of the core was the presence of
water in the East scram discharge volume. header.
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2. The. BF-3 scram instrument volume Hi Level scram function did not and does

not rovide rotection a ainst the accumulation of water in the East scram

dischar e volume header with attendant loss of East bank scram function)
even for normal ventin .and drainin conditions.

Drain rate tests performed at BF-3 show that water drains out of the scram

instrument volume tank considerably faster than water drains into it from
the East bank scram discharge volume header even for normal, free, unobstructed
venting and draining. Based on the tests, the ~avera e drain rate of the
SIV is approximately 35 gpm while .the ~avera e drain rate of the East bank

scram discharge volume header. is approximately 11.6 gpm. For these drain
characteristics, water will drain out of the SIV leaving it virtually empty
while water may sti-ll be present in the East bank SDV. This actually occurred
in the East header drain tests. :During the test, the SIV emptied about

20 minutes before the East header fully drained.

With these relative draining characteristi,cs, if water were to leak into
the SDV faster than 11.6 gpm, water would accumulate, in and fill the East

header (since water is being. added faster than it can drain out). At the
same time, the water draining out of the East header (i.e., at 11.6 gpm)

will not accumulate in the SIV since the SIV drains at a faster rate (i.e.,
35 gpm). This process would result in water filling the East header with-
out an automatic SIV Hi Level scram ever occurring. We have also found that
water drains out of the SIV so rapidly that the "SIV Not Drained alarm would

not alarm in the control room. Thus, there wou',d be neither control room

indication that water is fi.lling an East SOV nor automatic .reactor scram

act ation to provide protection against partial loss of scram capabi litv.

In view of the above, with regard to the SIV Hi Le.el automatic scram function,
we have found that continuous automatic protection against filling the
East bank SOV (with subsequent partial loss of scram function) never did and

still does not appear to exist at BF-3. Furthermore, any BWR with a SIY

normal drain rate significantly faster than its SOV normal drain rate also
would be without automatic protection against filling of the SOV. Although
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not verified by test, it is likely that the BF-3 West SDV header also
would be in "..his ca,.egory.

The loss of automatic scram function can be explained in hydraulic head

terms. The SIV is a high cylindrical tank and the 50 gallon SIV Hi Level

scram is located over 8'bove the bottom of the tank. Thus, it is
necessary to build up a head of 8'n the SIV before the Hi Level Trip
switches can actuate. If the drain line from the SIV to CRM is a relatively
short line (as is the case at BF-3) an 8'riving head, would result in a

fairly rapid drain rate. On the other hand, the SDY header is a horizontal
pipe with a small slope. Even when filled, the maximum head of water that
can be developed above the SDV drain (at BF-3) is approximately 2'>'. Thus,

even with a relatively short drain line between the SDV and the SIV, the
flow rate in this line would normally be low because of the low head.

Actually the SDV header drain and the SIV drain are the same size for BF-3,

but the SDV drain is considerably longer. As a result, the lower available
hydrostatic head in combination with the higher fluid flow resistance re-
sults in a much slower drain rate for the East SDV header than for the SIV.

Such an arrangement can never detect accumulation of water in the SDV.
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3. A sin le blocka e in the West header vent or drain line could corn letel
disable the automatic re'actor. rotection function installed to rotect
a ainst a loss of scram ca abilit for al,l control rods.

For plants like BF-3 which have one SDY which ~normal 1 drains significantly
|

provided by .the .SIV Hi Level scram for both the East and West SDV by

postulating a blockage on the faster drain,ing SDV. Reduced flow from a

blockage on this faster draining header SOV, when combined'ith the normally
slower draining header flow, may total less than the scram instrument volume

drain rate which would then result in the SIV emptying with both SOVs still
containing water. This would be a serious and undetectable condition if
water inleakage were to subsequently develop into both SDV headers such as

to keep the headers full at all times. For such a situation, there would

be no automatic scram to protect against a total loss of scram function due

to CRB water inleakage since the SIY water level would never rise to actuate
the SIV Hi Level scram switches.
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4. With the current scram dischar e volume/scram instrument volume desi n,
a blocka e in the SOV vent or drain ath can cause a artial loss of
scram ca abilit and disable the rotection function installed to revent

As discussed in the previous sections, a blockage in the SDV header vent
or drain path will drastically reduce the. drain rate of the scram discharge
volume. Mater leaking past the scram outlet valves (or from .other sources)
could then cause the scram discharge volume to fill. Since the CRD temperature

probes would allow about .1 gpm, of undetected leakage, as much as 9 gpm could

leak into the SOV header undetected from all CRDs.. Thus, given a partially
blocked West header drain, for example, the West header could easily start
to fill with water, leaking in undetected through the West side CRD scram

outlet valves. At the same time, since the drain rate of the West header

with a drain line blocked could now be substantially less than the SIV

drain rate, water would not accumulate in the SIV. Therefore, the SIV Hi

Level scram switches would'ot actuate to prevent filling of the header.

Thus, with the present SOV/SIV and Hi Level scram arrangement, a single
failure .such as a blockage of a SOV drain or vent can help initiate a partial
loss of scram capability and disable the protective function'designed to
prevent the loss.
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5. There are numerous actual and otential mechanisms for introducin and

retainin water in the SOV with no accumulation in the SIV.

Review of the vent and drain paths for the scram discharge volume and the

scram instrument volume has shown that there are numerous actual and

potential mechanisms which could slow or even stop SOV drainage into the

SIV. Since the SIV would still maintain a. high drain rate, it would be

possible for the SOV to retain water while SIV instrumentation indicates

empty.

Possible sources of water are: water from the previous scram; multiple
scram outlet valve leakage; or injection from SDV flush lines.

Mechanisms which retard free draining of water out of the SDV include:
a blockage in the vent piping; a plugged SDV-to-SIV drain line; a closed

SDV vent valve; a vacuum held in the SOV by a loop seal somewhere in the

vent line; vent line siphon effects from water in the SOV vent line;
venting to the closed CRH system in the Reactor Building Drain Sump below

water without vacuum breakers; vacuum effects from fluid flows through the

CRH piping system; Vacuum effects from condensing hot water in SDV from the

previous scram.

Venting of the SDV to atmospheric pressure while the SIV drains into the

closed CRM drain system(which could be pressurized above atmospheric pressure)

could'lso inhibit draining of the SDV headers i'f 'there is insufficient
downward slope in the SDV drain line. Since the CRH exhausts under water

in the Reactor Building Drain Sump and non-condensible gases are present

in the fluids draining through the CRM drain system, there is a

possibility for pressure to build up in the CRM drain system. This

pressure, in conjunction with a small loop seal in the drain line from the

SDV to the SIV, could hold up water in the SDV even if the SDV were vented

directly to atmosphere.
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6. The current scram dischar e volume/scram instrument volume desi n results
in the automatic Hi Level scram safet function bein directl de endent on

the nonsafet -related reactor buildin Clean Radioactive Waste drain s stem.
For the scram instrument volume Hi Level scram switches to activate, water
must accumulate in the scram instrument volume. For water to be able to
accumulate in the SIV, it must be able to drain at an adequate rate from
the SDV into the SIV. However, from the drain rate tests performed at
BF-3, improper venting of the SOV can sharply or totally prevent water
from draining out of the SDV. Proper draining of the SOV is directly
dependent on the venting function provided by the reactor building Clean .

Radioactive Waste drain system (a required systems interaction). Accordingly,
we would conclude that operability of the SIV Hi Level scram function is
dependent on the venting provided by the nonsafety-related reactor bui 1'ding

CRW system. Unanticipated adverse venting behavior of the CRW system,
which results in reduced venting of air back into the SDVs, can result in
the holdup of water in the SDV with little or no accumulation of water in
the SIV. This dependancy appears to be particularly inappropriate if not
unacceptable for a reactor protection function which is intended to prevent
the loss. of reactor scram capability.
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7. The BF-3 artial scram failure event, to ether with recent events at
other BNRs have shown that float-ty e water level monitorin instruments

have a si nificant de ree, of unreliabilit .

The BF-3 partial scram failure event demonstrated on. several occasions

a significant unreliability of float-type level switches. As .shown on

the event sequence recorder printout (Table 2-1), several of the 50 gallon
level instruments failed to activate on different occasions. Furthermore,

during calibration testing of the SIV level switches following plant shut-

down, both the 3 gallon and 25 gallon switches were found to be inoperable.
After the instrument taps were flushed of residue, the switches operated

satisfactorily. During drain rate testing of the BF-3 SDV, two of the four
50 gallon switches failed to activate twice in two drain tests. Additionally,
inspections at Brunswick Unit No. 1, following a reactor scram on November 14,

1979, revealed inoperable alarm and rod block level switches due to bent

float rods. Other surveillances and inspections at Hatch Unit 1 on June 13,

1979, found two SIV Hi Level switches inoperable due to bent floats binding

against the inside of the float chamber. These recent experiences indicate
a significant degree of unreliability of float-type level switches resulting
from various causes.
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8. With the current BWR Reactor Protection S stem lo ic the resence of

certain automatic scram conditions reclude SDV drainin scram reset

to permit a rescram.

In order to drain the SDV for rescram following a scram actuation, it is
necessary to reopen the SDV vent and drain valves and to reclose the scram

inlet and outlet valves (RPS reset). This requires the following steps:

1) place the reactor mode switch in SHUTDOWN or REFUEL; 2) actuate the

DISCHARGE VOLUME HI WATER LEVEL BYPASS switch; 3) the reactor trip signal

must clear or be bypassed in SHUTDOWN or REFUEL modes; and finally 4)

reset the RPS. However, the following reactor trip functions cannot be

bypassed .by the operator in the SHUTDOWN or REFUEL mode:

Drywell High Pressure

Reactor Vessel Low Level

Main Steam Line Hi Radiation
Neutron Monitor System Trip
Reactor Vessel High Pressure

Condensor Low Vacuum*

Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure*

Thus, if any of the above trip conditions are present, resetting the RPS

would not be possible.

For example, if a spurious MSIV closure event should occur at power with the

SDV initially full of water, a reactor scram would occur with the control

rods fai ling to fully insert. 'If the MSIV closure trip (or Reactor Vessel

High Pressure) condition persisted, then a rescram attempt would not be

possible since it cannot be bypassed in SHUTDOWN or REFUEL modes. Thus,

the trip condition itself would prevent the possibility of rescram. However,

we do not consider that any modification is required in the RPS trip/reset
circuitry to enable the operator to reset the RPS in the presence of any

automatic scram condition, since the capability to reset and rescram has „

not been defined as a required protective action.

*Depends on Reactor System Pressure Interlock setpoint.
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9. If a scram condition exists which cannot be b assed in SHUTDOWN or REFUEL

mode then failure to close of a SDV.vent or SIV drain valve can result
in an uni sol atable blowdown of reactor coolant outside r imar containment.
With the reactor in an unscrammed state, the scram outlet valves provide
both a reactor coolant pressure boundary function- and a primary containment
isolation function. During a reactor scram, the scram outlet valves open

(one per control rod drive) and the 'SDV vent and SIV drain valves close.
Reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity and primary containment iso-
lation functions are then transferred to the scram discharge volume vent
and'SIV drain valves which seal the SDV. We have found that there are no

redundant isolation valves in the vent or drain lines to provide these

isolation functions .for a scram condition. The failure of any one of
these valves in the open position, therefore, could result in an uncontrolled
blowdown of reactor water outside primary containment and into the CRW

drain lines if the operator could not reset the scram. The blowdown would

ultimately discharge to a drain sump which is not designed to handle the
heat load or pressure buildup. With. the present BWR RPS design, the operator
would be able to reestablish primary containment isolation (with .scram out-
let valve closure) only if the RPS could be reset. However, if. a reactor
scram condition persists and it cannot be bypassed in SHUTDOWN or REFUEL

mode (i.e., any of those listed in Finding ~8) it would be impossible to
reset the RPS to terminate the blowdown.

Thus, for example, a scram caused by spurious closure of the MSIVs with a

failed open scram instrument volume drain valve .would resul't in an uncon-

trolled blowdown of reactor coolant outside primary containment and into
the drain sump room which contains the engineered safeguard pumps which

are required for mitigation. 81owdown would continue as long as the MSIV

,closure scram condition existed (MSIVs not reopened) since this. trip cannot

be bypassed in SHUTDOWN or REFUEL mode. That is, the scram outlet valves

could not.be reclosed to isolate the blowdown until'he MSIVs could be

reopened. For events which result in scrams caused by conditions which

cannot readily be cleared, uncontrolled blowdown into the reactor building
(secondary containment) could be sustained for an indefinite period of time

with possible environmental impact on the. required mitigating features.
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10. The emer enc o eratin instructions at BF-3 did not include a rocedure
or. uidance for the o erator to follow in the event of a artial or complete

scram failure;
The Browns Ferry "plants, as perhaps do most (if not .all) other BWRs (and

probably all other LWRs), do not have emergency procedures for the operator
to follow in the event of a partial or complete scram failure. We have

found that, although control room operators are trained to verify that the
rods have fully inserted upon a scram actuation, procedures do not exist
for the operator's immediate or subsequent acti'ons if full control rod

insertion does not occur. Moreover, although operators are fully knowledge-

able of the function and operation of the standby liquid control (poison)
system, the plant does not have specific procedures which state when the
alternate shutdown system must'be actuated.
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The o erabilit of the Scram Instrument Volume Hi Level Scram

function should be inde endent of the Scram Dischar e Volume

ventin and drainin requirements.

The current BWR scram discharge volume/scram instrument volume design
configuration requires proper venting of the SDV and proper SDV-to-SIV

draining to assure operability of the scram instrument volume Hi Level
scram function. We recommend that the operabi-lity of the Hi Level scram

k

this recommendation because of Finding Nos. 1 through 6 discussed
in the previous section. That is, the hydraulic factors which control
water level in the SOV and SIV should not be able to negate the response
of the Hi Level ~rotection function. We believe the acceptable configura-
tion would be to place the SIV tank directly under the low end of the 6"

SDV header and to connect the top of the SIV tank to t' bottom of the

low end of the SOV header: by a short vertical 6" diame''er pipe (rather than

the current 2" diameter horizontal pipe),. This arrangement should assure

water ~s illa e from the. SDV directly down to the tank containing the level
monitoring instruments. Furthermore, it would not depend on venting or
draining phenomena which are sensitive to blockages. We also recommend

two separate scram instrument volume tanks, one on each SDV header bank.

'Separate instrument volumes, in immediate proximity to their respective
headers, should assure proper water spillage into the 'SIVs and provide
adequate redundancy for protection against a total. loss of scram capability.

It is our firm belief that modifications which simply improve the venting
of the SOV/SIV volume arrangement to assure operability of the SIV Hi
Level scram function are not adequate. We recommend that this uniquely
important safety function be made completely independent of any vent or
drain arrangements, thereby separating the water accumulation control
and protection functions. We,further recommend that in situ fill tests
be performed to demonstrate that the operability of the protective Hi
Level scram function is insensitive to the vent or drain arrangement
for the design configuration finally installed.
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2. Scram instrument volume water level monitorin instruments for the
SIV Hi Level scram function should be both redundant and diverse.

It is recommended that diversity be added to the redundancy of SIV level
monitoring instruments for the SIV Hi Level scram function. Currently,
there are, redundant float-type level switches .for each RPS'hannel for
,the Hi Level scram function. On several occasions recently, as discussed

. in Finding No. 7, more than one float-type level switch was observed

to be inoperable at once. During and immediately following the BF-3

partial scram failure event, several float-type level switches

in the instrument volume failed to actuate. In view of these experiences,
we recommend that diversity be included in the level monitoring function
for the SIV'i Level scram function. The important and unique protection
provided by this trip function requires that the presence of water in

the SIV be monitored continuously with extremely high reliability. We

are recommending that diversity be added in order to assure this re'liability.
t1onitoring techniques, such as differential pressure cells, ultrasonic
detection or conductivity probes, may be considered alcng with others for
this purpose.
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3. All vent and drain aths from the scram dischar e volume and scram

instrument volume should have redundant automatic isolation valves.

As discussed in Finding No. 9, scrams which occur as a result of automatic
reactor trip conditions which cannot be cleared or bypassed in REFUEL or
SHUTDOWN modes can result in unisolatable reactor system blowdowns out-
side of primary containment if the SDV vent or SIY drain valve fails to
close. To protect against such occurrences, we recomnend that redundant
valves be placed on all vent and drain lines connected to these volumes.

Redundant valves would also protect against equipment damage which might
I'therwiseoccur as a result of excessively slow closure or delayed closure

of one of'the isolation valves. These valves must be qualified and

capable of closing against full reactor pressure, flow, and temperature
conditions in case the lines are not isolated within normally specified
time limits. The vent and drain lines and drain supports must also be

designed for the hydraulic"loads and instabilities associ ated with the
blowdown of the high pressure/temperature reactor coolant to the drain
system. Prolonged blowdown may be ruled out as a design basis with
appropriate diverse isolation or other acceptable provisions. Blowdown

instability due to isolation valve time delay is believed to be the cause

of failure of the float-type level switches at Brunswick Unit No. l.
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4. Emer enc o eratin rocedures and o erator trainin should be

rovided for corn lete and artial scram failure conditions.

In view of Finding No. 10, we recommend that emergency operating
procedures arid training be provided to control room operators to

.respond to partial or complete scram failure conditions. These

procedures should include explicit statements regarding the conditions
for which the standby liquid control system must be used. The procedures

should incluoe cautions regarding operator actions which should not

be taken which could result in a severe transient condition (e.g.,
main turbine trip) being created. The procedures should provide guidance

to the operator for starting up safety systems for standby readiness

(e.g., HPCI on minimum flow) or for tripping other systems (e.g., re-
circulation pumps).. The order of operator actions (i.e., immediate,

subsequent) should be considered, as well as when the operator should

begin attempting to insert rods manually.

He believe that such operations (human factors) aspects can and should be

implemented in the, near. term. Such procedures and training would assure,

in the near term, the most appropriate control room operator action during

a scram failure event and well in advance of any ATNS modifications which

may be required in the long term.
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5. Consider modif in the SDV vent and SIV drain arran ement to im rove

scram dischar e volume drain reliabilit .*

As discussed previously, scram discharge volume draining currently
depends on uncertain vent and drain functions provided by the reactor
building Clean Radioactive Haste drain piping, along. with relatively
small diameter, nonredundant vent and drain piping, which are susceptable

to blockage. This current, relatively unreliable SOV venting arrangement

could be improved by increasing the vent line size and by adding an

alternate, reliable, and isolatable vent path. The alternate vent

path could be installed with a check valve and air operated isolation
valve to provide an alternate and isolatable path for air inleakage into

. the scram discharge volume. The alternate vent path could be vented

either directly to the Reactor Bui lding atmosphere or. to a gas treatment

system with a vacuum breaker. The check valve would provide automatic

isolation of this redundant line upon pressurization of the scram dis-
charge volume during a reactor scram.'he drain, function could. also
b. improved by providing a second dr ain line from the SIV to the CRW

floor drain.

We believe that modifications, such as those described above, would help

improve SIV drain reliability. Improvements such as these would thus help

to furth'er reduce the number of challenges to the'SIV Hi level protective
scram function.

*Although this recommendation is only for consideration, we do believe
that it would further reduce the risks associated with loss of scram
capability. arising from water accumulation in the SDV.
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10 CONCLUSIONS

The Browns Ferry- Unit 3 partial scram failure event which occurred on

June 28, 1980, demonstrated that the present BWR scram system can be vul-
nerable to loss of scram capabi'lity while operating at power. Furthermore,

the event showed that the loss of scram capability can occur in a way which

goes undetected by the operator and unprotected by the reactor protection
system.

The information and analysis of the BF-3 partial scram fai lure, which is
provided'n this report, concludes that the cause of the loss of scram

capability was the presence of water in the East scram discharge header.

Furthermore, our analysis of the scram discharge volume/scram instrument
volume design configuration, together with its vent and drain characteristics,
leads us to conclude that numerous actual and postulated mechanisms exist
which can cause the scram discharge volume to fillundetected and without
protection against such filling. Our analyses also show that certain scram

events can result in an unisolated reactor coolant blowdown outside of

primary containment following a single isolation valve
failure.'n

view of these design deficiencies, we'elieve it necessary that modifica-
tions be made to the scram discharge volume/scram instrument volume arrange-

ment and isolation features. Our specific recommendations for change in the
SDV/SIV'esign which flow from our findings have been provided in this report,
We believe that these recommendations should be considered along with those

of others who are also reviewing the BF-3 event. We do believe, however,

that the design changes described in the recommendations are necessary to

adequately reduce the risks associated with the present unreliability of
the BWR scram system arising from undetected accumulation of water in the

scram discharge volume.
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Table 2- Event Sequence Recorder Print

01 31 16 A034

CY 5 34 A034

CY 6 44 A033

01 31 24 A035

CY 3 38 A035

CY 3 39 A021

CY 3 42 A023

CY 3 47 A021

CY 3 47 A036

CY 3 56 A022

CY 5 11 A076

01 31 34 A003

CY 3 42 A003

CY 5 01 A004

01 31 37 A002

CY 6 58 A002

01 31 40 A001

CY 0 03 A001

CY 0 18 A106

CY 0 33 A038

CY 0 33 AQ40

CY 0 33 A041

CY 0 34 A039

CY 0 47 A043

CY 0 47 A045

CY 0 48 A042

CY 0 48 A044

A084

01 32 01 N021

CY 1 12 N02J

CY 1 57 N023

CY 2 04 N024

CY 3 35 N022

.01 34 45 A058

CY 4 30 A058

01 34 48 A057

CY. 7 36 A057
ry o n7 tin57

CY 8 13 A057

Reactor Scram Manual'

Reactor Scram Manual A

Reactor Trip Actuator Al.or A2

Reactor Low Water Level A

Reactor Low Water Level C

Reactor Low Water Level D

Reactor Trip Actuator Bl or 82

Reactor Low Water Level B

REPT C Tripped
Discharge Volume High Water Level C

- Discharge Volume High Water Level D

Discharge Volume High Water Level B

Discharge Volume High Water Level A

tlalfunction Bus Energized .

Turb. Stop VAlve Closure Scram Trip A

Turb. Stop Valve Closure Scram Trio C

Turb. 'Stop Valve Closure Scram Trip D

Turb. Stop Valve Closure Scram Trip,B
Turb. Gen. Load Rejection Scram Trip B

Turb. Gen. Load'ejection Scram Trip D

Turb. Gen. Load Rejection Scram Trip A

Turb. Gen. Load Rejection Scram Trip C

Turb. Tripped - Loss of Hydr. Trip Pressure

Reactor Low Mater Level A

Reactor Low Water Level C

Reactor Low Mater Level D

Reactor Low Water Level B

IRN Upscale Trip on Level F

IRH Upscale Trip on Level D
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Table'Ol Event Sequence Recorder Priht

CY 0 26 N058

CY 0 49 A056

CY 0 55 N056

CY,1. 01 A056

CY 1 16 N056

CY 1 41 A056

CY 1 48 N056

CY 1 56 A056

CY 2 21 N057

CY 4 14 N056

01 42 00 A035

CY 9 23 A035

01 2 37 N035

CY 6 35 N035

CY 6 36 N036

CY 8 05 N034

CY 8 06 N033

01, 45 17 A035

CY 6 47 A035

CY 47 A036

01 45 36 N002

CY 6 09 N002

CY 6 16 A002

01 46 30 A031

CY 9 48 A034

CY 9 48 A033

01 47 43 N035

CY 2 37 N035

CY 2 38 N036

CY 3 05 N033

CY 3 05 N034

01 57 04 N002

CY 3 22 N002

CY 4 08 N001

01 57 34 N004

CY 4 07 N004

CY 4 19 N003

02 28 06 D 80

IRM Upscale Trip on Level F

IRM Upscale Trip on Level 8

IRf1 Uoscale Trip on Level D

IRM Upscale Trip on Level 8

Reactor Trip Actuator Al or A2

Reactor Trip Actuator Bl or 82

Reactor Scram Manual 8

Reactor Scram Manual A

Reactor Trip Actuator Al or 'A2

Reactor Trip Actuator Bl'r 82

Discharge Volume High Water Level 8

Reactor Scram Manual 8

Reactor Scram Manual A

Reactor Trip Actuator Al or A2

Reactor Trip Actuator Bl or 82

Reactor Scram Manual A

Reactor Scram Manual 8

Discharge Volume- High Water Level 8

Discharge Volume High Water Level A

Discharge Volume High Water Level D

Discharge Volume High Mater Level C

TVA BFUP
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Figure 2-2 Control Rod Positions After First Scram
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Figure 2-4 Control Rod Positions After Third Scram
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COUPLIN G
SPUD

BOTTOM OF
REACTOR VESSEL

HOUSING F I X ED PISTON
(STOP PISTON)

RETURN SPRING COLLET FINGERS

COLLET PISTON PISTON TUBE

INDEX TUBE

CYLINDER

DRIVE INSERT LINE

DRIVE PISTON

DRIVE 'WITHDRAW
LINE

BALLCHECK
VALVE. PR = REACTOR PRESSURE

Figure 3-1 Control Rod Drive
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480 VAC REACTOR
MOV BOARD 1 A
RPS A NORMALSUPPLY

480 VAC REACTOR
MOV BOARD,1 B
RPS B NORtIALSUPPLY

Note: All relays anil solenoids
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Table 5-1 Scram Discharge Volume

Drain Time and Total Positions Inserted

Drain Time from
Previous Scram Sec.

Total Positions
Inserted

-Positions
Per CRD

93 956 10.2

53 402 4.3

160 800 8.6
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